
for REAL business results!

the power of
Harness

She’s a world-renowned speaker with extensive knowledge 

of social media and in particular, LinkedIn. Melonie’s no fluff 

approach comes from building several businesses from  

start-up to 7 figures.  She’s a 

sought-after consultant to 

business owners, sales teams 

and entrepreneurs.  Her social 

media success secrets are in 

demand globally. 

Highly engaging, Melonie’s 

talks answer questions about 

how to stop spinning your 

wheels and get great results 

from social media. Her story of 

how she overcame tremendous 

obstacles to become Canada’s 

#1 LinkedIn and Social Media 

Strategist is compelling and she 

delivers it with power and infectious enthusiasm. Her journey 

is a lesson every business owner can learn from.

TopDogSocialMedia.com Melonie@TopDogSocialMedia.com

Melonie is the 
international  
#1 bestselling author of 

The LinkedIn Code
Rave Reviews…

“Our attendees loved your 

social media presentation. 

Your high energy and 

practical strategies made our 

event a complete success.”  

~ Fred Sarkari, Organizer 

of Power in Partners

“Melonie delivers! She gave 

the audience practical and 

crystal clear insights into 

using LinkedIn. The entire 

audience was inspired and 

fully engaged!” ~ Lance Joe, 

Organizer of The Big Social Summit

“Melonie is a gifted social 

media trainer and speaker. 

I’m blown away by her 

ability to breakdown 

even the most complex of 

topics into bite size nuggets that has 

light bulbs popping from the entire 

audience.”  

~ Mari Smith, Author of Facebook 

Marketing: An Hour a Day and The 

New Relationship Marketing



Email info@topdogsocialmedia.com or call:250.808.1798
Let Melonie’s keynote make your next event a hit!  

www.linkedin.com/in/meloniedodaro @MelonieDodaro

TopDogSocialMedia.com Melonie@TopDogSocialMedia.com

Keynotes 
Highly interactive sessions range from 45 to 75 

minutes focusing on LinkedIn and strategic use of 

social media and social selling.

How to Turn Your LinkedIn  
Profile into a Client Magnet 
Melonie shares her proven client-getting system that 

lays the foundation for success with LinkedIn. Practical 

and relevant, this presentation reveals an ABC formula 

to create a LinkedIn profile and lead generation plan 

to attract more leads, prospects and clients.

•	  The #1 thing you MUST do with your profile before 

you start inviting new people to connect with you 

on LinkedIn – do this right and you’ll have a steady 

stream of visitors to your profile page.

•	  The “secret sauce” that gets you to the top of the 

LinkedIn search results that hardly anyone uses 

effectively

•	  The biggest (and easiest to fix) mistake that keeps 

you from standing out on the LinkedIn network 

•	  The EXACT WORDS that let your prospect know they 

found the answer to their problems 

How to Convert a Prospect  
into a Client on LinkedIn  
(Social Selling 101)
Melonie demystifies LinkedIn as a powerful social selling 

and business-building tool to quickly and efficiently 

grow your sales. 

•	  Find out why most people never get any business 

from LinkedIn

•	  How to create a lead generation campaign on 

LinkedIn (and turn a LinkedIn connection into  

a client) 

•	  Understand exactly what kind of ROI you can 

generate from LinkedIn

•	  4-steps to turning a LinkedIn connection into a  

new client 

How to Use Content Marketing 
to Build Trust & Establish Your 
Authority 
 Melonie will share very specific tips and strategies on 

how to create compelling content that your audience 

is hungry for.  

•	  Learn specific tips and tricks on how to make your 

content stand out and get read

•	  Understand how to analyze your posts and your 

competitors posts and determine what works and 

what doesn’t

•	  One important thing that most people are 

missing in their content that will ensure a lot more 

engagement 

Workshops and  
Corporate Training
Greater depth and involvement includes hands-

on exercises to increase retention and ensure 

implementation. Training is tailored to the needs  

of your organization. 

Partial Client List:

•	 Social Media Marketing World (San Diego, CA 2014, 15, 16)

•	 Social Media Success Summit (2014, 15, 16)

•	 Social Media Camp (Victoria, BC 2013, 14)

•	 The Big Social Summit (Manchester, UK)

•	 Social Media Summit (Dublin, Ireland)

•	 The National Limousine Association Conference (Las Vegas)

•	 HelmsBriscoe Annual Conference (Las Vegas)

•	 University of British Columbia

•	 National Leasing (Winnipeg, MB)

•	 Aaron Equipment (Chicago, IL)

•	 TransCore Link Logistics (Toronto, ON)

•	 Social Boom: Social Selling Make Easy (Tampa, FL)

•	 SOHO SME Expo (Toronto, Calgary, Vancouver)

•	 SMAC NYXPO Summit (New York, NY)


